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Work Progress Week of 11/11 – 11/17

- Replace (5) trusses at reverse gable over kitchen area to correct bearing point location error
- Finish roofing throughout B wing
- Finish installation of sheetrock fire rating layer at bottom of trusses up to kitchen
- Electrical conduit piping in east side classrooms for lighting and power
- Insulation throughout attic space on east side of B wing
- Kitchen HVAC equipment mobilization and equipment setting
Work Projected Week of 11/18 – 11/24

- Mason onsite to repair and resecure any damaged or loose soldier course at soffit ends
- Carpenters to complete sheetrock fire rating layer at ceiling and catwalk
- Ductwork throughout kitchen to commence for new HVAC (bond work)
- Wiring completed for new condenser and evaporative AC unit for Kitchen
- Insulation in attic spaces continued 75%
- Electrician continue piping and pulling wires to refeed power and data circuits at all classrooms
- Demising walls between classrooms framing and insulation as specified
- Weekend abatement of transite panels - clean air prior to reoccupation on Monday 11/25
- Continued plumbing venting as necessary
Replaced last (5) trusses at kitchen, finished roofing, and wall counter flashing.
Kitchen HVAC unit setting and ductwork measuring/release for fabrication
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Sheetrock fire ceiling and taping, electrical piping for new lighting and circuits
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